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Asset Management & the HS2 
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We will be starting shortly 
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BIM 4 Rail| Presenters

Meet the speakers for today's session!

Christian Bétheuil

Head of Digital Engineering

David White

Head of Asset Management and 

Strategic Planning
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Digital Twin Maturity and BIM

BIM is a key part of the Digital Twin journey

Stage 1: 
3D Model

Stage 2: Connect to 
regular BIM Data

BIM Stage 2, 4D/5D 
Simulation

Stage 3: Enrich 
with real time 
data

Stage 5: 
Autonomous 
operations and 
maintenance

Stage 4: Two-way 
integration and 

interaction
Remote operations



A digital twin is a virtual representation of a 
physical thing or process. Digital twins can 

virtually model, visualise, and predict to help 
optimise the products we create and how we 

make, deliver and service them.

What is a Digital Twin?
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WHAT?

A precise virtual copy of a Rolls-Royce aeroplane engine

HOW?

On-board sensors monitor product environment and operating conditions

Satellite connectivity relays data back to digital twin in real-time

Virtual asset operation in as the physical engine would ‘on-wing’

WHY?

Enhance reliability via informed preventative maintenance

Improve design by studying engine behaviour in extreme conditions

Optimise operations through real-time engine adjustment 

Rolls-Royce: An Aviation Digital Twin
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Develop a Virtual Railway during 
Design and Construction, with a view to 

hand over a Digital Twin of the built 
asset to Asset Management

It is our ambition to be running the railway virtually at least two years before we do physically.
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IM Target Operating Model (Level 1)
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IM Target Operating Model (L2)
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Management Systems
• An Asset Management 

System ensures vertical 
alignment through the end-
state business

Target Operating Model
• The capabilities, interfaces, 

document hierarchy, and 
organisational design for 
end state operations

Roadmaps
• Roadmap to deliver 

business capabilities
• Roadmap to deliver the 

information needs

Processes & 
Requirements
• Delivery and handover of 

assets and information
• Development of People, 

Processes and Technology
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HS2 taking steps to “be digital”

HS2’s end state vision for digital asset informationMark Thurston using Augmented Reality at Old Oak Common

HS2 will be a world class 21st century railway service that embraces digital technologies. Creating a digitally enabled railway will help make HS2 one of 
the most reliable railways in the world.

“As we are delivering the largest capital project in Europe, we have a responsibility to 

lead transformation in our industry and ensure that we use the very best approaches.”

Emma Head

Technical Services Delivery Director, HS2

“We will be a digitally enabled organisation with information at the core of our 

business, enabling quick, robust, and correct decision making.”

Ben Rule

Infrastructure Management Director, HS2

Asset Management| Innovative Approach



Asset Management Target Operating Model

Procedures

TOM Level 1

TOM Level 2

IM Conceptual
Info. Model

Data Model as-built

TOM Level 3 Processes

Technologies/Systems
Org Design

Process steps /entities 
inform data model

Systems/integration requirements 
developed with processes

Procedures 
developed to 
support business 
implementation

Business Scenarios

Swim Lanes inform 
organisation design



Asset Information Capability Updates | AI Systems

To develop requirements for the End State Infrastructure Management, and to support the development of the Digital Twin HS2 have created high-
level use cases aligned to the Target Operating Model and HS2’s Strategic Goals.

Customer Advisory

The provision of digital customer 
services and experience to 
ensure the customer is informed 
and to support their journey 
planning 

Operational Response

The ability to operate the railway 
to meet customer demand and 
the timetable, and the ability for 
an agile response in partnership 
with other departments to 
operational demands and 
challenges

Predict / Prevent 
Service Disruption

The ability to predict impending 
asset or service failure and 
respond effectively.



Asset Information Capability Updates | AI Systems

To develop requirements for the End State Infrastructure Management, and to support the development of the Digital Twin HS2 have created high-
level use cases aligned to the Target Operating Model and HS2’s Strategic Goals.

Customer & Worker 
Safety

The provision of technology and 
monitoring to ensure staff 
working on the operational 
railway have inherent safety 
assured.

Operations Planning & 
Simulation

The ability to optimise the 
planning of operations, 
customer service and retail using 
simulation, historical 
network/facility performance.

Digital Staff 
Enablement 

The provision of virtual and 
augmented reality and 
visualisation of the railway 
assets and assets systems to 
support onboarding of staff and 
the sharing of knowledge.
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HS2 Digital Twin Vision

Christian Bétheuil | Head of Digital Engineering
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Introduction

• A digital twin is a realistic digital version of a physical 

asset or network 

• The HS2 Digital Twin will be able to mimic, simulate, and 

predict how HS2’s assets and network will perform in real 

life

• The Digital Twin will provide a cross-business data 

integrity and integration capability

• This high quality integrated data will provide the basis for 

the Digital Twin and its powerful analytic, presentation, 

and visualisation capability

A representation of how the Digital Twin leads and informs the delivery and operation of the physical twin.

Asset Information Overview | Digital Twin
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Introduction

How does a Digital Twin work?

DESIGN

DESIGN 
OPTIONS / 

MANAGEMENT
DELIVER

MEASURE
Improve

Learn

Options
Simulate

Informed 
design options 

or 
optimisation

Informed 
intervention

ASSURANCE

REQUIREMENTS

Data 
feedback Service & 

Maintenance 
Operations
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Introduction

What are the capabilities of the HS2 Digital Twin?

Connect

Integrate

Simulate

Analyse

Visualise
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Introduction

What has happened so far? 

Pre Digital Twin

Creation of a cloud-
based platform to 
integrate and 
visualise programme 
wide data

Vis Hub Developed

Sep 2021

Delivery Partner

Accenture appointed 
to deliver Digital 
Twin outcomes

Feb 2022

Business Case

Business case
developed for the 
Digital Twin to 
contribute to 
Strategic Objectives

Mar 2022 - Ongoing

Use Case 
Implementation

Planning and 
mobilisation, workshops, 
prototyping and testing 

Jan 2022

Use case Prioritisation

Use cases reviewed and 
prioritised with the 
Business

March 2021

Vision document drafted and 
governance structure agreed

Vision & Governance
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HS2 Digital Twin Vision 

What is our Vision?

“ “It is our ambition to be running the HS2 railway and any
critical processes virtually at least two years before we do so
physically

– HS2 Digital Twin Vision 

The HS2 Digital Twin will create a complete digital copy of the entire network that will allow us to:

1 2

3

Model & Simulate scenarios throughout the 
project lifecycle

Process large datasets to uncover insight and 
drive intelligent decision making 

View our assets, network and related 
information in a virtual digital environment
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LESSONS 
LEARNT

HS2 Digital Twin Vision 

Why do we need a Digital Twin? 

BENEFITS 
POTENTIAL

SYSTEMS 
CHANGE

INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT 
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HS2 Digital Twin Vision 

What are some of the objectives of the HS2 Digital Twin?

Unlock delivery and operational efficiencies through the 
availability of trusted information and data

Enable options and scenarios to be 
modelled, tested, and simulated in a 

safe, virtual world

Optimally manage key resources, 
cost, and carbon

Effectively manage key delivery and 
operational interfaces
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HS2 Digital Twin Vision 

What are the benefits of developing a Digital Twin?

ENVIRONMENT PERFORMANCETIME

SAFETYCOST REPUTATION & REGULATION
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